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Abstract

We compiled a new sentence splitting corpus
that is composed of 203K pairs of aligned
complex source and simplified target sen-
tences. Contrary to previously proposed text
simplification corpora, which contain only a
small number of split examples, we present
a dataset where each input sentence is bro-
ken down into a set of minimal propositions,
i.e. a sequence of sound, self-contained ut-
terances with each of them presenting a min-
imal semantic unit that cannot be further de-
composed into meaningful propositions. This
corpus is useful for developing sentence split-
ting approaches that learn how to transform
sentences with a complex linguistic structure
into a fine-grained representation of short sen-
tences that present a simple and more regular
structure which is easier to process for down-
stream applications and thus facilitates and im-
proves their performance.

1 Introduction

Sentences that present a complex linguistic struc-
ture can be hard to comprehend by human readers,
as well as difficult to analyze by semantic applica-
tions (Saggion, 2017). Identifying such grammat-
ical complexities in a sentence and transforming
them into simpler structures, using a set of text-to-
text rewriting operations, is the goal of syntactic
text simplification (TS). One of the major types
of operations that are used to perform this rewrit-
ing step is sentence splitting: it divides a sentence
into several shorter components, with each of them
presenting a simpler and more regular structure
that is easier to process by both humans and ma-
chines (see Table 1).

Syntactic TS with a focus on the task of sen-
tence splitting has been attracting growing interest
in the natural language processing (NLP) commu-
nity within the past few years. One line of work

targets reader populations with reading difficul-
ties, such as people suffering from dyslexia, apha-
sia or deafness (Siddharthan and Mandya, 2014;
Saggion et al., 2015; Ferrés et al., 2016), while the
second line of work aims at generating an inter-
mediate representation that is easier to process for
downstream semantic tasks whose predictive qual-
ity deteriorates with sentence length and complex-
ity. Prior work has established that applying syn-
tactic TS as a preprocessing step can improve the
performance of a variety of applications, including
Machine Translation (Štajner and Popovic, 2016,
2018), Open Information Extraction (Cetto et al.,
2018), or Text Summarization (Siddharthan et al.,
2004; Bouayad-Agha et al., 2009).

2 Limitations of Existing Sentence
Splitting Corpora

All of the TS approaches mentioned above make
use of a set of hand-crafted transformation rules
to decompose complex sentences into a sequence
of structurally simplified components, requiring a
complex rule engineering process. To overcome
this expensive manual effort, Narayan et al. (2017)
presented a first attempt at modelling a data-driven
sentence splitting approach where simplification
rewrites are learned automatically from examples
of aligned complex source and simplified target
sentences. Since previously compiled TS corpora
(PWKP (Zhu et al., 2010), EW-SEW (Coster and
Kauchak, 2011), and Newsela (Xu et al., 2015))
contain only a small number of split examples,
they are ill-suited for learning to decompose sen-
tences into shorter, syntactically simplified com-
ponents. Therefore, Narayan et al. (2017) gath-
ered a new dataset, WEBSPLIT, which is the first
TS corpus that explicitly addresses the task of
sentence splitting, while abstracting away from
deletion-based and lexical simplification opera-
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Complex source The house was once part of a plantation and it was the home of Josiah Henson, a
slave who escaped to Canada in 1830 and wrote the story of his life.

MINWIKISPLIT The house was once part of a plantation. It was the home of Josiah Henson.
Josiah Henson was a slave. This slave escaped to Canada. This was in 1830.
This slave wrote the story of his life.

Complex source Gary Goddard, founder of Gary Goddard Entertainment, a company that designs
theme parks, attractions and upscale resorts, estimated that about half his work in
the last few years has been in Asia and the Middle East.

MINWIKISPLIT About half his work in the last few years has been in Asia. This was what God-
dard estimated. About half his work in the last few years has been in the Middle
East. This was what Gary Goddard estimated. Gary Goddard was founder of
Gary Goddard Entertainment. Gary Goddard Entertainment was a company.
This company designs theme parks. This company designs attractions. This
company designs upscale resorts.

Complex source The film is a partly fictionalized presentation of the tragedy that occurred in
Kasaragod District of Kerala in India, as a result of endosulfan, a pesticide used
on cashew plantations owned by the government.

MINWIKISPLIT The film is a partly fictionalized presentation of the tragedy. This tragedy oc-
curred in Kasaragod District of Kerala in India. This was as a result of endo-
sulfan. Endosulfan is a pesticide. This pesticide is used on cashew plantations.
These cashew plantations are owned by the government.

Table 1: Example instances from MINWIKISPLIT. A complex source sentence is broken down into a set of
syntactically simplified sentences by decomposing clausal and phrasal elements and transforming them into self-
contained propositions that present a simple structure in the form of a sequence of subject, predicate, and optionally
an object, adverbial or complement (or simple combination thereof).

tions. It is composed of over one million tuples
that map a single complex sentence to a sequence
of structurally simplified sentences.

Aharoni and Goldberg (2018) criticized the data
split proposed by Narayan et al. (2017). They ob-
served that 99% of the simple sentences (which
make up for more than 89% of the unique ones)
contained in the validation and test sets also ap-
pear in the training set. Consequently, instead
of learning to split and rephrase complex sen-
tences, models that are trained on this dataset will
be prone to learn to memorize entity-fact pairs.
Hence, this split is not well suited for measuring a
model’s ability to generalize to unseen input sen-
tences. To fix this issue, Aharoni and Goldberg
(2018) present a new train-development-test data
split where nearly no simple sentence that is con-
tained in the development or test set occurs verba-
tim in the training set.

Lately, Botha et al. (2018) discovered that the
sentences from the WEBSPLIT corpus contain
fairly unnatural linguistic expressions over only
a small vocabulary and a rather uniform sentence
structure, which is predominantly composed of a

sequence of coordinate clauses, occasionally aug-
mented with a relative or adverbial clause (see Ta-
ble 2). To overcome these limitations, they present
WIKISPLIT, a dataset of one million sentences
that were mined from Wikipedia edit histories.
This corpus provides a rich and varied vocabulary
over naturally expressed sentences showing a di-
verse linguistic structure, and their extracted splits.
However, there is only a single split per source
sentence in the training set (see Table 3). Accord-
ingly, when a model is trained on this dataset, it
is susceptible to exhibiting a strong conservatism,
splitting each input sentence into exactly two out-
put sentences only. Consequently, the resulting
simplified sentences are still comparatively long
and complex, mixing multiple, potentially seman-
tically unrelated propositions that are difficult to
analyze for downstream tasks.

3 MINWIKISPLIT Corpus

We improve on previously compiled sentence
splitting corpora and present MINWIKISPLIT,1 a

1The MINWIKISPLIT dataset is publicly released under
https://github.com/Lambda-3/MinWikiSplit.

https://github.com/Lambda-3/MinWikiSplit
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(1) A Loyal Character Dancer was published
by Soho Press, in the United States, where
some Native Americans live.
(2) Dead Man’s Plack is in England and one
of the ethnic groups found in England is the
British Arabs.

Table 2: Characteristic example source sentences from
the WEBSPLIT corpus.

Complex
source

Starring Meryl Streep, Bruce
Willis, Goldie Hawn and Isabella
Rossellini, the film focuses on a
childish pair of rivals who drink
a magic potion that promises eter-
nal youth.

Simplified
output

Starring Meryl Streep, Bruce
Willis, Goldie Hawn and Isabella
Rossellini. The film focuses on a
childish pair of rivals who drink
a magic potion that promises eter-
nal youth.

Complex
source

The Assistant Attorney in Or-
lando investigated the modeling
company, and decided that they
were not doing anything wrong,
and after Pearlman’s bankruptcy,
the company emerged unscathed
and was sold to a Canadian com-
pany.

Simplified
output

The Assistant Attorney in Or-
lando investigated the modeling
company, and decided that they
were not doing anything wrong.
After Pearlman’s bankruptcy, the
modeling company emerged un-
scathed and was sold to a Cana-
dian company.

Table 3: Pairs of aligned complex source and simplified
target sentences from WIKISPLIT.

new dataset that can be used to train models for
the task of decomposing sentences with a com-
plex linguistic structure into a simplified represen-
tation that presents a more regular structure which
is easier to process for downstream semantic ap-
plications and may support a faster generalization
in machine learning tasks. This output may serve
as an intermediate representation to facilitate and
improve the performance of a wide range of artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) tasks.

Since shorter sentences are generally better pro-
cessed by NLP systems (Narayan et al., 2017), we
aimed at gathering a corpus where each complex
source sentence is broken down into a set of
minimal propositions, i.e. a sequence of sound,
self-contained utterances, with each of them pre-
senting a minimal semantic unit that cannot be
further decomposed into meaningful propositions
(Bast and Haussmann, 2013). Thus, we augment
the Split-and-Rephrase task that was originally de-
fined in Narayan et al. (2017) by the notion of min-
imality. In that way, we intend to overcome the
conservatism exhibited by state-of-the-art struc-
tural TS approaches, which tend to retain the input
rather than transforming it, and expect to improve
the performance of a wide range of AI tasks.

4 Corpus Construction

MINWIKISPLIT is a large-scale sentence split-
ting corpus consisting of 203K complex source
sentences and their simplified counterparts in the
form of a sequence of minimal propositions. It
was created by running DISSIM (Niklaus et al.,
2019), a syntactic TS framework, over the one
million complex input sentences from the WIKI-
SPLIT corpus. DISSIM applies a small set of 35
hand-written transformation rules to decompose
a wide range of linguistic constructs, including
both clausal components (coordinations, adver-
bial clauses, relative clauses and reported speech)
and phrasal elements (appositions, prepositional
phrases, adverbial/adjectival phrases and coordi-
nate noun phrases). In that way, a fine-grained
output in the form of a sequence of minimal, self-
contained propositions is produced. Some exam-
ple instances are shown in Table 1.

To ensure that the resulting dataset is of high
quality, we defined a set of dependency parse and
part of speech based heuristics to filter out se-
quences that contain grammatically incorrect sen-
tences, as well as sentences that mix multiple se-
mantic units and, thus, are violating the specified
minimality requirement. For instance, in order to
verify that the simplified sentences are grammat-
ically sound, we check whether the root node of
the output sentence is a verb and whether one of
its child nodes is assigned a dependency label that
denotes a subject component. To test if the sim-
plified sentences represent minimal propositions,
we check whether the output does not contain a
clausal modifier, such as a relative clause modifier,
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#T/S #S/C %SAME LDSC SAMSA SAMSAabl

Complex 30.75 1.18 100 0.00 0.36 0.94
MINWIKISPLIT 12.12 3.84 0.00 17.73 0.40 0.48

Table 4: Results of the automatic evaluation procedure on a random sample of 1000 sentences.

adverbial clause modifier or a clausal modifier of a
noun. Moreover, we ensure that no conjunction is
included in the simplified output sentences. In the
future, we will implement some further heuristics
to avoid uniformity in the structure of the source
sentences. In that way, we aim at guaranteeing a
great structural variability in the input in order to
enable systems that are trained on the MINWIKI-
SPLIT corpus to learn splitting rewrites for a wide
range of linguistic constructs.

After running the sentence simplification frame-
work DISSIM over the sentences from the WIKI-
SPLIT corpus and applying the set of heuristics
that we defined to ensure grammaticality and min-
imality of the output, 203K pairs of input and cor-
responding output sequences were left.

5 Experiments

We performed both a manual analysis and an au-
tomatic evaluation to assess the quality of the pro-
duced corpus.

5.1 Automatic Metrics

To estimate the quality of the simplified target sen-
tences of the MINWIKISPLIT corpus, we com-
puted some basic statistics, including (i) the aver-
age sentence length of the simplified sentences in
terms of the average number of tokens per output
sentence (#T/S); (ii) the average number of sim-
plified output sentences per complex input (#S/C);
(iii) the percentage of sentences that are copied
from the source without performing any simplifi-
cation operation (%SAME), serving as an indica-
tor for conservatism, i.e. the tendency to retain the
input rather than transforming it; and (iv) the av-
eraged word-based Levenshtein distance from the
input (LDSC), which provides further evidence for
how reluctant the underlying system is in splitting
the input into minimal semantic units.

Moreover, to measure the structural simplicity
of the instances contained in MINWIKISPLIT, we
calculated the SAMSA and SAMSAabl scores of
both the complex source and the simplified out-
put sentences (Sulem et al., 2018b). They are the
first metrics that explicitly target syntactic aspects

of TS. The SAMSA metric is based on the idea
that an optimal split of the input is one where each
predicate-argument structure is assigned its own
sentence in the simplified output and measures
to what extent this assertion holds for the input-
output pair under consideration. Accordingly, the
SAMSA score is maximized when each split sen-
tence represents exactly one semantic unit in the
input. SAMSAabl does not penalize cases where
the number of sentences in the simplified output
is lower than the number of events contained in
the input, indicating separate semantic units that
should be split into individual target sentences for
obtaining minimal propositions.2

These computations were carried out on a ran-
dom sample of 1000 sentences from MINWIKI-
SPLIT. The results are provided in Table 4. The
scores demonstrate that on average our proposed
sentence splitting corpus contains four simpli-
fied target sentences per complex source sentence,
with every target proposition consisting of 12 to-
kens. Moreover, no input is simply copied to the
output, but split into smaller components. Both
the high averaged Levenshtein distance of almost
18 and the SAMSA score (0.40) confirm previous
findings. The latter is highly correlated with struc-
tural simplicity and grammaticality, indicating that
the output sentences contained in our corpus are
grammatically sound and present a simpler syntax
than the input. With 0.48, we reach a decent score
for the simplified target sentences with regard to
SAMSAabl, too, which has a high correlation with
meaning preservation.

5.2 Manual Analysis

In a second step, we randomly selected a subset of
300 sentences from MINWIKISPLIT, on which we
conducted a manual analysis in order to get some
deeper insights into the quality of the simplified
sentences. Each input-output pair was rated by

2Prior work on syntactic TS commonly also reports aver-
age BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores. However, Sulem
et al. (2018a) recently demonstrated that this score is inap-
propriate for the evaluation of TS approaches when sentence
splitting is involved. Therefore, we refrain from calculating
BLEU scores.
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2 non-native, but fluent English speakers accord-
ing to three parameters: grammaticality, meaning
preservation and structural simplicity (see Table
5).

G Is the output fluent and grammatical?
M Does the output preserve the meaning of

the input?
S Is the output simpler than the input, ignor-

ing the complexity of the words?

Table 5: Questions for the human evaluation.

The inter-annotator agreement was computed
using Cohens quadratic weighted κ (Cohen,
1968). The obtained rates were 0.24, 0.25 and
0.75 for grammaticality, meaning preservation and
structural simplicity, respectively. System scores
were calculated by averaging over the annotators’
scores and the 300 sentences.

G M S
4.36 4.10 3.43

Table 6: Averaged human evaluation ratings on a ran-
dom sample of 300 sentences from MINWIKISPLIT.
Grammaticality (G), meaning preservation (M) and
structural simplicity (S) are measured using a 1 (very
bad) to 5 (very good) scale.

The results of the human evaluation are dis-
played in Table 6. These scores show that we suc-
ceed in producing output sequences that reach a
high level of grammatical soundness and almost
always perfectly preserve the original meaning of
the input. The third dimension under considera-
tion, structural simplicity, which captures the de-
gree of minimality in the simplified sentences,
scores high values, too. However, our manual
analysis revealed some room for improvement.
Consequently, in the future, we plan to imple-
ment stricter heuristics for sorting out output se-
quences that still mix multiple semantically unre-
lated propositions.

6 Conclusion

We compiled MINWIKISPLIT, a sentence split-
ting corpus consisting of 203K complex source
sentences and their split counterparts. This dataset
can be used to train natural language generation
applications that perform a syntactic TS, simpli-
fying sentences with a complex linguistic struc-
ture into a fine-grained representation of short

sentences that present a simple and more regular
structure. The thus generated output may serve
as an intermediate representation that is easier to
process for downstream semantic applications and
may thus lead to a better performance of those
tools. We intend to train a sentence simplifica-
tion model on MINWIKISPLIT and compare it to
previously proposed systems trained on the WEB-
SPLIT and WIKISPLIT corpora.

Moreover, we plan to improve the quality of
the simplified target sentences in our corpus in ac-
cordance with the insights we gained through the
analyses described above. First of all, we will per-
form a detailed error analysis of the output to de-
termine the most common types of mistakes and
get some starting points for further improving our
heuristics for filtering out malformed simplifica-
tions. To enhance the syntactic correctness of the
output, we will train a classifier on the recently
proposed CoLA dataset (Warstadt et al., 2018)
to eliminate instances with ungrammatical target
sentences from our corpus. In addition, special
attention will be given to improving the heuris-
tics that ensure that each simplified target sentence
represents a single semantic unit.
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